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What To Expect on Your Taste Vacation 

We created Taste Vacations to celebrate the food, wine, beer, and spirits in premier vacation destinations 

around the globe. The unique food and drink experiences we instill into each tour ensures your vacation is 

interesting, educational, inspiring, and fun. Our vacations focus on one or more of the following categories and 

each area comes with its own set of experiences: 

 Food Tours: cooking classes, cooking demonstrations, shopping at farmer’s markets, and visits to 

local artisan producers such as olive oil mills, cheese farms, honey bee farms, and more 

 Wine Tours: winery visits, vineyard walks, food and wine pairing dinners, blind wine tastings, 

conversations with vintners, and more 

 Beer Tours: brewery visits, brew pub visits, blind tastings, beer pairing dinners, educational sessions 

with brewers, and more 

 Spirits Tours: distillery visits, educational tours, discussions with distillery staff, and more 

 

We have both Classic Tours and Deluxe Tours. All our public, scheduled tours are Classic Tours. Private tours 

can be either Classic or Deluxe. 

 Classic Tours include double-occupancy lodging at upscale four-star hotels, all meals unless 

otherwise noted in the tour itinerary, local transportation, all organized culinary and drink 

experiences, and the professional services of a Taste Vacations host and, sometimes, a local guide. 

Alcoholic beverages at meals are not included in the cost of the tour, allowing you to choose your 

own wines, beers, or other beverages. 

 Deluxe Tours include everything contained in a Classic Tour plus an upgrade to what we consider the 

best five-star lodging in the tour area or, when that is not available, an upgrade to a suite or 

equivalent room style. Wines or other beverages suitable to each tour are included with meals and 

carefully chosen to enhance your dining experience by your Taste Vacations host and restaurant 

staff. Some Deluxe Tours include special experiences not available on Classic Tours. 

Your Hosts  

Your tour hosts are fun, outgoing, and friendly professionals. Their primary goal is to make your vacation as 

hassle-free and fun as possible. They are with you from breakfast through dinner, introduce you to the food and 

drink experiences in your tour location, and serve as your advisor, guide, and often friend. 

Some of our hosts are based in the tour location itself and others travel from the United States (or 

elsewhere) to your tour location. All our hosts are experienced in both the regions in which they guide and the 

food or drink of that tour. However, we hire them as much or more for their personality as we do for their 

credentials. 

Host Gratuities  

Tipping is meant to be a pleasurable gesture, one that acknowledges outstanding service and creates a 

bond between a guest and guide.  Tipping your Taste Vacation host is a choice based on your personal 

preference about tipping – we neither encourage nor discourage this practice.   
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Accommodations and Meals  

We select hotels that provide the best in luxury accommodations while also being conveniently located and 

providing a casual atmosphere. We believe the best hotels are those that walk the walk by providing 

outstanding in-room comfort, excellent staff, and complete amenities. We are not impressed by hotels trying to 

impress. Keep in mind that hotel styles differ in different countries. We might stay in a modern, upscale hotel in 

the United States but choose a historical gem upgraded with modern comforts in Europe. 

All accommodations are double occupancy and if you are traveling solo we will pair you with a roommate of 

the same gender. If you are a light sleeper or simply want privacy, you should consider paying the optional 

single supplement to get your own room. At the same time, if you are aware of a condition (snoring, for 

instance) that might make sharing a room with you unpleasant, you should do the same, in consideration of 

your prospective roommate. 

We eat our meals in a variety of locations ranging from a private dinner at an estate winery to a beer pairing 

dinner with a brewmaster to a formal dinner at a city’s finest restaurant. Some meals are more casual and some 
more formal – we like the variety and think you will too. All of our restaurants pride themselves on serving top-

quality meals in keeping with the local culture.  When you complete your Information Form please note any 

special dietary restrictions – be specific, please. If you are a vegetarian, it is helpful to know if you eat fish and 

dairy, for instance. We can accommodate almost all special diets if we know ahead of time.  

Cancellations  

Please read our current cancellation policy here: https://www.tastevacations.com/details/.  In short, we are 

trying to be flexible by allowing you to keep your deposit (if you give us enough advance notice) rather than 

sending you back a portion of your money after a big cancellation fee, as airlines and most other tour 

companies do. As long as you are planning to travel with us again, all should be fine. You should also purchase 

trip insurance (see below), because it is entirely possible you will have to cancel your trip too late receive a 

credit. Please don’t ask us to make an exception for you. If you choose not to purchase trip insurance, you are 

taking a risk! 

Insurance  

We highly recommend trip insurance, and we cannot stress this enough! This is a very affordable way to 

protect yourself from an unexpected change in travel plans. The reason we are so keen on you having trip 

insurance is that it protects you if you do encounter a problem. For example, let’s assume you are signed up for 

a trip and hurt your leg the week before you are supposed to leave. If you have no trip insurance, we will be 

very sad to tell you there is no refund – because our costs are mostly fixed and you might have displaced 

someone who otherwise could have gone on the trip.  You might then be unhappy with us, even though you 

took the risk of not purchasing travel insurance. If you do have trip insurance, you will likely receive your entire 

airfare and trip cost from the insurance company and can start planning for your next vacation! 

Additionally, with the changes in health care laws (in the US), many health insurance programs no longer 

cover travel abroad or even, sometimes, out of your home state. For information about Trip Cancellation 

Insurance, please contact insurance companies directly. One company we can recommend is MH Ross, one of 

the industry leaders. At minimum, do yourself the favor of getting a quote and seeing the coverage provided. 

  

https://www.tastevacations.com/details/
https://www.mhross.com/index.php/consumer/portal/ZEPH0025MT
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Feedback  

We absolutely thrive on feedback. After your trip ends, we will send you an email with a link to an electronic 

evaluation that asks you to rate and comment on just about everything about your vacation: hotels, meals, 

activities, hosts, trip location, etc. We very much appreciate your ratings and your written feedback.  

If you have any concerns that can or should be addressed immediately by our guides to improve the trip, 

please let them know.  

Pre-Trip and Post-Trip Contact  

Meeting and spending time with like-minded people from around the world is one of the best aspects of a 

Taste Vacation. If you are on one of our group trips, we will send an email to your entire group about two weeks 

before the trip. This will allow you to get to know everyone via email prior to actually meeting on-site. If you 

change your email address prior to the trip, please let us know, as we may also include in this pre-trip email 

important updates (such as the guides’ cell phone numbers to call if your flight is delayed).  
Many of our groups stay in contact with each other for months or years after the trip. To facilitate this, we 

will include a list of participant names, home towns, and email addresses in your welcome packet. Please 

contact us if you do not wish to be included in this list.  

Referrals  

It is no secret “word of mouth” referrals are important to a business. This is especially true for a small travel 
company like Taste Vacations. If you enjoy your vacation, we’d love it if you please share us with your friends 
and acquaintances.  

Taking Good Photos  

We love to receive your trip photos (preferably in high-resolution digital format) and will use the best ones 

in our marketing materials.  With our years of experience, we can also give you some hints on how to turn a so-

so photo into an excellent one.  

 Smiling faces and a show of excitement make a photo really come alive  

 Although difficult, the best photo is an action shot with beautiful scenery or an interesting background; 

for example, a shot of a group tasting wine while listening to a winemaker in a vineyard. 

 Bright colors make great photos!  

 Don’t cut off appendages! A missing arm or a hidden face will ruin most photos  
 Avoid shadows on faces by shooting in open areas and away from the sun. Many, many photos turn out 

poorly because the subject’s face is in shadow or the camera is pointing into the sun.  


